Note: Instructions posted by the instructor are not visible through the Mobile Learn App through the Lessons area. They can be seen by selecting the Discussion Forums link at the main course entry page. Otherwise, please use a regular computer to access WTClass to see instructions for a discussion forum.

There are two ways that instructors and students may view discussion forums: (1) through the course menu item, and (2) within the Lessons area.

Caution: Post First and Team discussion forum do not function properly within Mobile Learn. Students and Instructors may be unable to see these types of discussion forums, be unable to post, or be unable to see existing posts. Students and instructors should use a non-mobile device (computer/laptop) for accessing a Post First or Team discussion forum.

METHOD 1: VIEWING DISCUSSION FORUMS THROUGH THE COURSE MENU ITEM

Step 1: Select Discussion Forums from the course menu.
Step 2: Select the Discussion Forum to view.

Step 3: Select a post to view the post and any replies to that post.

METHOD 2: VIEWING DISCUSSION FORUMS THROUGH THE LESSONS AREA

Note: Instructions posted by the instructor are not visible through the Mobile Learn App through the Lessons area. They can be seen by selecting the Discussion Forums link at the main course entry page. Otherwise, please use a non-mobile device (desktop/laptop) computer to access WTClass to see instructions for a discussion forum.
Step 1: Select Lessons, and navigate to the discussion forum within the course.

Step 2: Select a post to view the post and any replies to that post.
ADDING A NEW POST TO THE DISCUSSION FORUM

**Step 1:** Select the + Add button to add a new initial post.
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**Step 2:** Type a subject, and message in the boxes provided.
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**Step 3:** Select the Post button
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Your new post will appear.

REPLYING TO AN EXISTING POST ON THE DISCUSSION BOARD

**Step 1:** Open the post you want to reply to, and select the **Reply** button.

**Step 2:** Type your **message** in the box.
Step 3: Select the Post button to submit the reply.

Step 4: Your reply will appear below the initial post.

Any replies to a reply appear below the reply and include a grey box with the message being replied to.